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The system that meets specific needs and preferences of growers anywhere in the world
Integrated control computer for all climate, irrigation and energy-related processes
The best fit for every grower or installer, adaptable to any greenhouse or environment
A custom-made greenhouse control computer at an affordable price
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The new standard in adaptive greenhouse technology

Are you installer or greenhouse builder in the horticultural sector and looking for an affordable, flexible, expandable and userfriendly process computer? And should that system be adaptable to the local needs of growers and climate conditions? If so, the
HortiMaX CX500 is the best solution for you and your customers. It optimises the greenhouse climate, but also controls irrigation,
and energy systems. This horticulture process computer is suitable for every greenhouse or crop and can grow as grower’s business
expands. In short, the HortiMaX CX500 is a must and a pleasure to have for every installer or dealer.
Distinctive
The HortiMaX CX500 is distinctive in horticulture. Moreover, it is
developed to accommodate the installer which resulted in:
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HortiMaX CX500 software
Using the HortiMaX CX Assistant software, you can design your
own system by simply ‘drag and drop’ the controls you need. The
configuration process is easy and minimises errors, which keeps
installation costs low and results in fewer questions afterwards. Just
adopt the technology you need and expand as the growers business
grows. The HortiMaX CX user interface can be fully customised to the
user. Any feature you don’t use is hidden. The user-friendly HortiMaX
CX user interface enables you to display and analyse every stage of
your crop’s development.
More information?
Do you need a top-brand affordable process computer that will grow
with your customer? If so, the HortiMaX CX500 is the solution. Please,
feel free to contact us for more information or a demonstration.
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Adaptive greenhouse technology
The HortiMaX CX500 has been equipped with a comprehensive
range of technologies. Every installer, dealer or greenhouse builder
determines which functionality his customer requires, depending
on his needs, crop and climate conditions. This means that a grower
only sees and pays the functionality he uses. And if he needs more
functionality later, the HortiMaX CX500 grows with him. Just add
technology as the growers business grows. This also means a great
advantage for you: you can always offer the best fit.
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